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Moonwalker - A Tribute to Michael Jackson
Moonwalker – The Reflection of Michael takes each audience on a musical journey into Michael Jackson’s genius. Featuring
live vocals, talented musicians, background singers, and professional dancers; our stylists bring Michael Jackson to life in an
explosion of energetic perfection. Their voices, their looks, and their dancing have been dazzling audiences worldwide as a
full-scale touring production.
Throughout the USA as well as Internationally, Moonwalker has entertained government dignitaries and industry professionals
to much acclaim. The performers who portray Michael from his youth to his adulthood take the viewer through his career
milestones with respect and admiration. The entire cast of performing professionals put on each show as if it is the only one
that matters.
Award winning producers, including the REEL award for Best Produced Show; Linda Collins, John Collins and Eric Martin;
have a combined show production expertise spanning over 60 years. They bring a proven track record of success to the table
and have assembled a cast of incredible performers who take Moonwalker to new heights in the Tribute Industry. This show
surpasses the tribute band moniker as it is an entire complex musical and theatrical stage production.
The shows cast includes Grammy Winners and multiple Gold Record recipients; as well as performers that have toured with
superstars like Celine Dion, George Benson, Christina Aguilera, Sister Sledge, and numerous other musical Icons.
Honoring the King of Pop, Moonwalker has performed over 300 shows since 2009. Seen by over 200,000 fans, the
production thrilled sold out audiences in large casinos, at outdoor festivals, in famous theaters, and at many prestigious private
events. This dynamic show is perfect when ultimate entertainment is needed.
Testimonials
It was our pleasure. I continue to get good feedback from the program and my 2 Assistants simply love the fact that they got a
picture with your Michael!
— Marsha McCraven, AA to Bennie G. Thompson (Member of Congress), Tunica, MS
Whether you are a die-hard fan that never got to make it to a real Michael show, or merely an Eighties-loving pop music fan,
Who’s Bad undoubtedly presents a perfect evening’s entertainment.
— Vikki Walls (MJ Festival) - Dewey Beach, DE
Thanks so much for all your great work on the show last night. You guys made me look good! The entire cast knocked it out of
the park. Very cool!
— Chuck Heinold (Casino Del Sol) - Tucson, AZ
Moonwalker is the most complete reflection of a Michael Jackson live concert that I have ever seen. The crowd never stopped
screaming at every song! — Ronald Kurtz - Silver Star Hotel & Casino - Choctaw, MS
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